
The Rampart group communication

protocols are designed to distribute

trust among a group of nodes in a

distributed system—so while individ-

ual nodes need not be fully trusted,

the group can be. 

Many mechanisms for enforcing secu-
rity policy in distributed computer
systems rely on trusted nodes, that is,
computers and resident software

whose correct functioning is essential to implement-
ing the policy. In this article, we describe our
research on distributing trust among a group of
nodes, so while no single node need be fully trusted,
the function performed by the group can be. Cen-
tral to this effort is a toolkit of group communica-
tion protocols called Rampart we developed to
simplify construction of such groups.

An overarching goal of computer security mech-
anisms is to limit the extent to which each compo-
nent of a system must be trusted to implement a
desired security policy. Typically, this goal leads to
system designs in which components are labeled
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“trusted” or “untrusted,” the trusted ones constitut-
ing a small kernel of hardware and software on
which the proper enforcement of the security poli-
cy relies. In distributed systems, these trusted com-
ponents often take the form of localized and
physically protected nodes from which the security
of the larger system is leveraged. Network firewalls,
file servers, authentication servers [15], and certifi-
cation authorities [10] are all examples of enforc-
ing security policy by leveraging trust in a few
nodes.

Distributed systems also offer another means for
arranging trust, so it is necessary to trust only some
reasonably large fraction of a group of nodes to
behave correctly. That is, no node in the group is
trusted completely, and even the arbitrary behavior
(Byzantine failure [11]) of a few nodes (e.g., due to
physical capture, electronic penetration, or insider
malfeasance) is survivable. Provided that sufficiently
few nodes misbehave, the group, acting in concert,
can be trusted as a whole. Distributing trust in this
way has obvious security and fault-tolerance advan-
tages over the placing-all-your-eggs-in-one-basket
alternative.

There has been substantial research on tech-
niques for distributing trust; for surveys of particular
classes of techniques, see [3, 8, 20, 21]. In some
cases, the results of this research have been dramat-
ic. For example, it has been shown that a group of
nodes, each with a private value, can reliably com-
pute any function of those values so that no infor-
mation about any correct node’s input is revealed to
other nodes beyond what can be computed from the
function’s output, despite even the collaboration of
a minority of faulty nodes [9]. Distributing trust has
also been applied in such cases as clock synchro-
nization [13], file storage, and security administra-
tion [4]. 

Despite a few limited successes, however, most
research in this area has not affected distributed sys-
tems practice. This is largely due to the inherent
complexity of coordinating the actions of many
nodes, some of which may behave in unexpected
ways. Distributed coordination in the presence of
failures is difficult—even more so when the failures
may be intentionally arbitrary—and is beyond the
reach of the average programmer. Infrastructure
and tools for distributing trust are essential if we are
to see distributed trust become viable for common
use.

The Rampart System
At AT&T Bell Laboratories, we are engaged in an
ongoing research effort to overcome these barriers
to distributing trust in practical distributed systems.
To this end, we developed Rampart, a toolkit of pro-
tocols designed to simplify the task of coordinating
correctly operating nodes in a dynamic environ-
ment characterized by simple (e.g., crash) and arbi-
trary node failures, node recoveries, and
communication failures. Rampart provides support
for distributed process groups, a programming para-
digm shown to simplify construction of distributed
programs tolerant of simple failures [1]. Rampart
supports communication primitives by which group
members can multicast messages to the group, and
membership primitives by which a process can be
removed from or added to the group if it (or the
node on which it executes) fails or recovers, respec-
tively. 

The semantics of Rampart process groups borrow
much from the notion of virtual synchrony intro-
duced by the Isis system [1] and further developed
in the Horus [2], Transis [5], and Totem [14] sys-
tems. Intuitively, a virtually synchronous process
group is one in which each multicast and member-
ship change appears to be executed as a globally
indivisible and instantaneous event. Each multicast
and membership change is delivered to all group
members, and each is ordered identically relative to
other events at all group members. These semantics
enable a programmer to implement a distributed
application without concern for many of the com-
plexities introduced by distribution in a system in
which failures can occur [1].

Though Rampart process groups offer semantics
similar to the virtually synchronous process groups
of many simple-fault-tolerant systems, their imple-
mentation is more complex due to the possibility of
arbitrary member failures admitted by our system
model. For example, implicit in the semantics of a
group multicast in the virtual synchrony model is
that all group members receive the same multicast
message. An arbitrarily faulty multicast initiator
may, however, send different messages to different
group members in a single “multicast.” For such rea-
sons, the Rampart process group implementation
employs agreement protocols by which correct group
members reach agreement on the contents of mul-
ticasts and the ordering of events.

The agreement protocols underlying Rampart
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process groups are a group membership pro-
tocol [18] and reliable and atomic (totally
ordered) group multicast protocols [16, 17].
The role of the group membership pro-
tocol is to enforce agreement among cor-
rect processes on the group composition,
despite communication failures and
(simple or arbitrary) process failures.
The reliable and atomic group multicast
protocols then enforce agreement on the contents
of each multicast to the group (even from an arbi-
trarily faulty member) and order multicasts relative
to group membership changes and other multicasts.
These protocols, and thus a Rampart process group,
are suitable for use in asynchronous systems; that is,
they require no upper bounds on network delays or
relative clock drifts among members. Moreover,
they can tolerate the arbitrary failure of fewer than
one-third of each instance of the group member-
ship.

The semantics offered by Rampart process
groups can simplify distributing trust in systems, and
indeed, prior work has already placed reliable group
multicast (Byzantine agreement [11]) and atomic
group multicast at the heart of many techniques for
distributing trust (see [8, 20]). For example, state
machine replication [20] is a general technique for
constructing services that continue to operate cor-
rectly despite the simple or arbitrary failure of com-
ponent servers. In this technique, a service is
implemented using multiple identical deterministic
servers, initialized to the same state. Clients issue
requests to the service using an atomic multicast
protocol, so that all correct servers receive and
process the same sequence of requests and thus
return the same reply for each request. The client
accepts the response returned by a majority of the
servers, ensuring that the outputs of a faulty minor-
ity of the servers are ignored.

Applications
In conjunction with developing Rampart, we are
focusing on applications it can enable. Two efforts,
pursued with colleagues at Bell Labs, have resulted
in prototype services that illustrate Rampart’s poten-
tial utility, while also being of interest themselves.
The two applications are a service for performing
sealed-bid auctions [6] and a cryptographic key
management service [19]. Both demonstrate tech-
niques for distributing trust among many servers so
that the arbitrary failure of fewer than one-third of
the servers risks neither the integrity or the avail-

ability of the service, nor the secrecy of
the confidential information it holds.

The first service illustrates how auc-
tions, which have already appeared on
the Internet [12], can be implemented
in conjunction with next-generation
secure commerce techniques to promote
direct competition in electronic buying
and selling. Our service offers an inter-

face through which bidders can submit secret mon-
etary bids for an advertised item. Once the bidding
period has ended, the auction service opens the
bids, determines the winning bid, and provides the
winning bidder with a ticket for claiming the item.
The service provides strong protection for both the
auction authority and correct bidders, despite the
arbitrary failure of any number of bidders and fewer
than one-third of the servers comprising the auction
service. Specifically, it is guaranteed that bids of cor-
rect bidders are not revealed until after the bidding
period has ended; the auction authority collects pay-
ment for the winning bid; losing bidders forfeit no
money; only the winning bidder can collect the item
bid upon; and, if desired, bidders can remain anony-
mous.

The second application is a service for managing
cryptographic keys in open networks, called Ω
(“Omega”). Ω supports traditional interfaces for
managing public keys, including interfaces for a
client to register a public key for a principal (e.g.,
person, computer), retrieve a public key for a princi-
pal, and revoke a public key on behalf of a principal.
In addition, motivated by the need for key backup to
ensure that critical information can be decrypted, Ω
provides interfaces for escrowing the private keys
corresponding to the public keys it distributes. This
mechanism allows an escrowed private key to be
reconstructed if, for example, it is lost by its owner,
or to be used to decrypt data selectively in a protect-
ed and auditable way, such as in emergency situa-
tions when the owner of the private key is not
available. This mechanism can also be tailored to
support law enforcement access to encrypted com-
munications. Ω ensures the integrity and availability
of its functions, and the confidentiality of the private
keys it escrows, despite the arbitrary failure of fewer
than one-third of the servers comprising the service.

Both our auction service and Ω are built using
the technique of state machine replication
(described earlier) to ensure that the failure of
servers does not result in clients receiving incorrect
responses to requests. Moreover, in both of these
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services, further measures are required to protect
the secrecy of information stored at the service in
the event of server penetrations. In the case of the
auction service, that private information is digital
cash each bidder escrowed at the service to back its
bid. In the case of Ω, that information is private keys
that are escrowed at the service. The requirement to
protect this information from arbitrarily faulty
servers implies that the information can never be
collected at a single server, and thus the validation
and use of this information must be performed as
distributed computations. In Ω, this is done with
known techniques [3]; our auction service, however,
required new ones [7].

Conclusion
At the time of this writing, Rampart is a research
prototype and the subject of ongoing work. While it
is too early to deem Rampart a success, our initial
experiences with the system indicate it can greatly
simplify the task of distributing trust among multi-
ple nodes in a system, and that it performs suffi-
ciently well to support a wide range of applications.
Our plans include efforts to extend the protocols 
to accommodate new failure models and to 
improve system performance. In addition, we are
preparing Rampart for release to the scientific com-
munity free of charge to encourage peer review of
the system and experimentation with challenging
applications. For more information, write to reit-
er@research.att.com. 
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